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Section 1: Grammar
Circle the correct answer
1. Many young people like to surf [ a internet | the internet | internet ] all the time.
2. The Hobbit is hard to follow because of all of the characters [ who | where | what ] are involved.
3. Formula 1 cars are [ fastest | the fastest | faster ] cars in the world.
4. Some people spend a lot of time reading [ on | by | in ] their own.
5. Playing Australian Rules football is not the same [ as | like | than ] playing soccer.
6. Very [ less | little | few ] people can run a marathon.
7. Some people relax by [ hearing | listening | listening to ] music on Spotify.
8. A lot of people are used [ to the speak | to speak | to speaking ] in their own language.
9. In some jobs [ there is | is | it is ] very hard to get a promotion.
10. It’s a waste of time [ to try | trying | in trying ] to teach a cat how to do tricks.
11. It takes [ long time | long | a long time ] to complete an ultra-marathon race.
12. [ Live | Life | Living ] in a foreign country is good for learning a language.
13. At the South Pole [ it snows | there snows | it snowing ] almost every day.
14. She’s going to the concert next week, [ isn’t she | hasn’t she | wasn’t she ] ?
15. Last night I [ dream | had dream | dreamt ] about winning the lottery.
16. Dolphins [ are to like | are liking | like ] to eat fish.
17. During the movie, George wished he [ would eat | would have eaten | had eaten ] earlier.
18. Many parents [ say to | say | tell ] their children to eat more vegetables.
19. There aren’t [ no | any | some ] easy ways to become a professional golfer.
20. Some people like to eat [ a cold | the cold | cold ] food even in winter.
21. You can become a very good violinist but only if you [ are wanting | will | are willing ] to practice
every day.
22. Many people say that soccer is the world’s [ easier | easiest | more easy ] sport to play.
23. In Asian countries, people eat spicy food [ for keeping | to keep | for to keep ] warm.
24. Many people [ would rather not | would rather prefer not | would rather not to ] work at all.
25. [ The most | Most of | Most ] people don’t know a lot about professional wrestling.
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Section 2: Writing
Choose ONE TOPIC and write about it. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your knowledge or experience.
A: Using mobile phones has more negative than positive effects on society OR
B: Schools give children too much homework and should let children have more free time OR
C: All teenagers should do army or community service because it helps them become better people

Assessor comments (office use only)
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Section 3: Reading
Read the article below and complete the questions

Facebook bans Milo Yiannopoulous and Alex
Jones for hate speech
Facebook has designated several extremist figures as “dangerous” — including Infowars host Alex Jones,
political commentator Milo Yiannopoulos and conspiracy theorist Laura Loomer — and permanently banned
them. The New York Post said the social media giant removed the accounts, fan pages and groups related to
the high-profile personalities after it re-evaluated their content or re-examined their activities outside
Facebook, the Washington Post reported. “We’ve always banned individuals or organisations that promote or
engage in violence, regardless of ideology,” Facebook said in a statement. “The process for looking at offenders
takes a long time and it is what made us decide to remove these accounts today.”
Jones and InfoWars also have been banned from Facebook since August 2018, but had continued to use
Instagram, which is owned by Facebook. On Thursday (local time), Jones and his media outlet will also be
stopped from posting on Instagram, where he and other extremists and right-wing celebrities have spoken
about conspiracy theories, false information and extremist thought. Jones recently hosted Gavin McInnes, the
leader of the Proud Boys, which the company labelled as a hate figure in December. Yiannopoulos praised
McInnes publicly this year, and Loomer appeared with him at a rally. Others who have been banned include
YouTube personality and conspiracy theorist Paul Joseph Watson and racist Paul Nehlen, who ran for Congress
in 2016 and 2018.
Conservatives got angry at the news on Twitter. YouTube personality and conspiracy theorist Paul Watson is
among those banned. “(I) was given no reason. I broke none of their rules,” he said. Mark Dice, another social
media conspiracy theorist, said the people banned had been “unpersoned by Facebook’s most recent clean up.
(They have been) labelled ‘dangerous individuals’ (and) banned for life. This control is beyond anti-American.
It’s truly Orwellian. Everyone should speak out against this.”
A Facebook representative told CNN Business that the company goes through a lengthy process and looks at
several factors before deciding if a person is “dangerous.” Such factors include whether the person or
organisation has ever called for violence against people based on race, ethnicity or national origin; whether the
person has been identified with a hateful ideology; whether they use hate speech in their social media profiles;
and whether they have had pages or groups removed from Facebook for violating hate-speech rules. Facebook
has been careful about offending conservatives, who have said that the company unfairly stops their speech.
Thursday’s announcement is likely to be welcomed by people who want greater freedom who have long argued
that these people promote violent and hateful views and that social media companies should not allow their
apps and websites to be used as a place to spread these views.
© The Daily Telegraph
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Questions
1.

Facebook has banned Alex Jones, Milo Yiannopoulos and

2.

Facebook removed accounts,

3.

Facebook bans people who encourage

4.

Facebook banned Jones and Infowars in

5.

Jones will be banned from

6.

McInnes and Loomer appeared at a

7.

Mark Dice call the actions

8.

Facebook labels someone dangerous if they call for
race or ethnicity.

9.

Facebook does not allow people to use

10.

Conservatives claim that Facebook is _________________________their speech.

11.

The ban is welcomed by groups desiring more

and associated groups.
.
2018.
on Thursday.
together.
.
against people of a certain

speech in their profiles.

.
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